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The last astrophysical 
step of our origins

?
?



Serpens star-forming region
Courtesy Adam Block via APOD



Serpens star-forming region and Aquila Rift
Courtesy Adam Block via APOD

Creating a picture of star-forming regions
• Cold ISM: dust/gas (diffuse to dense)
• Protostars
• Adolescent stars



Herschel far-IR dust image, 
Bontemps et al. 2010

Far-IR/sub-mm:  emission from dust and protostars
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Cambresy 2003 extinction map

Serpens Molecular Cloud



Add embedded protostars
(yellow) and disks (red)

from Spitzer, near-IR, X-ray 
Kuhn+2010; Povich+2013; 

Dunham+2015

Serpens Molecular Cloud
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Serpens Molecular Cloud

Add optical counterparts 
from Gaia DR2 astrometry 

(Herczeg, Kuhn, et al. 2019)
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Low mass stars, van Boekel 2005

Protostars:
~few 105 yr
Stellar growth

Disks
~few 106 yr
Planet formation



Low mass stars, van Boekel 2005

Luminosity problem: 
how do stars grow?

(JCMT Transient)

Looking for planets 
inside disks

Uncertainties in pre-
main sequence 
stellar evolution



Stars grow during 
protostellar phase

Cartoon from Isella 2006 Cartoon from Tobin+2012

Ltot=Lacc+Lphot

Buried in envelope, 
Scattered by dust



Measure:  Tbol (SED peak) and Lbol

Measure Tbol (~peak of SED) 
and Lbol (luminosity)

Enoch+2009
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Luminosity Problem
(Kenyon et al. 1990; Dunham et al. 2010)
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No disk        Disk           Class I          Class 0

Classical infall models: 
shaded region



Episodic bursts of accretion?
(Kenyon et al. 1990; Dunham, Evans, et al. 2009)

Episodic accretion

Time dependence needed; episodic accretion is likely (but not only) solution (e.g., 
Offner & McKee for different assumptions; Fischer+2017 for exponential decay)

Steady accretion



Tobin+2012

Stars grow during bursts at young ages

Zhu+2010; Bae+2014



FUor and EXor outbursts: 
discovered from optical monitoring

(adapted from Kospal+2011)

Decades-long FUor bursts:
Gravitational instabilities in disk

Months-long EXor bursts
Magnetic instabilities in inner disk

Most recent bursts found by PTF/ZTF and Gaia



Gregory Herczeg (co-PI; PKU/China)
Doug Johnstone (co-PI; NRC/Canada)
Jeong-Eun Lee (KHU/Korea)
Steve Mairs (EAO/Victoria)

The East Asian Observatory JCMT-Transient Survey:
the first long-term sub-mm monitoring program

(Herczeg+2017)

Yong-hee Lee (KHU), Wen-Ping Chen (NCU), Carlos 
Contreras-Pena (Exeter), Giseon Baek (KHU), Vivien 
Chen (NTHU), Jenny Hatchell (Exeter), Geoff Bower 
(EAO), Zhiwei Chen (PMO), Keping Qiu (NJU), 
Jianjun Zhou (XAO) and ~70 others (Open team)



The EAO/JCMT Transient Survey 

SIPCA 2018 182021-03-17

7

Expansion in 2020 to include 6 intermediate mass regions



2021-03-17SIPCA 2018 19

JCMT-Transient Light Curves
(Mairs+2017ab; Johnstone+2018; Lee et al. in prep)

Analysis of light curves  
stochastic (random); secular (linear); and periodic 

Precision of ~2% from 
“differential photometry”



Young Faithful: bursts and decays
(Y-H Lee, Johnstone, et al. 2020; Contreras-Pena et al. 2020)



Decay of accretion bursts
(Y-H Lee, Johnstone, et al. 2020)

Rise:  0.1 yr
Decay: 0.75 yr





Summary of variability over 4 years
(Y-H Lee, Johnstone, et al. in prep)

Peak Flux (Jy/beam)
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Follow-up with NEOWISE mid-IR monitoring and Gemini spectroscopy
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Most luminous coronal radio flare ever detected? 
(Mairs+2019; Lalchand+ in prep for statistics)

Decay detected during 
30-min integration

JW 566 (binary) in Orion:  
bright in a single epoch 

First coronal flare 
detected in sub-mm



Future of JCMT-Transient
� Continued monitoring of eight primary regions

� Added 6 intermediate-mass star-forming regions
� Many more sources; confusion

� Only current method to detect protostellar variability on 
youngest protostars  (Yoon, Herczeg, et al. in prep)



Disk evolution 
and planet 
formation

Low mass stars, van Boekel 2005



Transitional Disks: Gap opening by planets?

Zhu et al. 2011

Tuesday, August 19, 14

How would a forming planet affect a disk?
(e.g., Lin & Papaloizu 1986; Zhu+2011)

Competition between gas accretion; gap/hole formation



Dust and gas disk timescales:
planet formation must occur within ~3 Myr

Disk frequency in different clusters
(Hernandez et al. 2008 and many others, 

including Haisch+2001)



Do disks show evidence of planet formation? 
Inner holes in dust

Espaillat+2007; see also, eg Strom+1989, 
Calvet+2002, D’Alessio+2005, Furlan+2006; 
Kim+2009, Merin+2010

Brown et al. 2008



Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA)

Sub-mm interferometer, 5000m high plateau in Chile



e.g., Ansdell+2016; 
Pascucci+2016; 

Barenfeld+2016; 
see also Miotello+2017 and 

Long, Herczeg+2017 for CO flux

Complete surveys of disk flux (~mass)

From Long+2018a



Not enough disk mass to grow more giant, terrestrial planets and to drive 
accretion (see also Manara+; Mulders+)

depends on dust opacities/scattering  (Kataoka+2015; Zhu+2019)

Cha I : 2 Myr-old star-forming region

Not enough to form gas giants ?

Dust 
Mass

Gas 
Mass

ratio

Long+2018a; see also, eg, 
Ansdell+ and Miotello+

Minimum mass 
solar nebula

Complete surveys of disk flux (~mass)



The ALMA revolution:
Dust structures in protoplanetary disks

IRS 48: full gas ring revealed 
Cycle 2 data Band 9 (van der Marel PI) 

0.44 mm cont 13CO 6-5 

Van der Marel et al. in prep 

- Dust trap optically thick, blocking some of  13CO emission? 
- Kinematics of gas around dust trap can test vortex model 

Large dust grains drift to local pressure maxima
(e.g., Weidenschilling 1977; Pinilla+2015) 

Fig. 1. Thermal dust emission from the protoplanetary disk surrounding Elias 2-27. The
disk was imaged at a wavelength of 1.3 mm with ALMA reaching an angular resolution of
0.2600 ⇥ 0.2200 (indicated by the ellipse in the bottom-left corner), which corresponds to 36 ⇥
31 AU at the distance of the star (where AU is the astronomical unit). The field of view center
(at 0,0) corresponds to the disk emission peak located at Right Ascension (J2000) = 16h 26m
45.024s, Declination (J2000) = –24d 23m 08.250s and coincidental with the position of the star
Elias 2-27. (A) 1.3 mm dust continuum image from the Elias 2-27 protoplanetary disk over
a 400 ⇥ 400 area. The color-scale represents flux density measured in units of Jansky per beam
(1 Jy = 10�26 W m�2 Hz�1). (B) Increased contrast image from processing the original ALMA
observations shown in panel (A) with an unsharp masking filter (17).
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ALMA Image of HL Tau disk (0.5-1 Myr)

(ALMA Partnership+2015)



2

scattered light emission (Akiyama et al. 2015; Rapson
et al. 2015; Debes et al. 2013, 2016).
In this Letter, we present and analyze observations

that shed new light on the substructure in the TW Hya
disk. We have used the long baselines of ALMA to mea-
sure the 870µm continuum emission from this disk at
an unprecedented spatial resolution of ⇠1AU. Section 2
presents these observations, Section 3 describes a broad-
brush analysis of the continuum data, and Section 4 con-
siders potential interpretations of the results in the con-
texts of disk evolution and planet formation.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA CALIBRATION

TW Hya was observed by ALMA on 2015 Novem-
ber 23, November 30, and December 1. The array in-
cluded 36, 31, and 34 antennas, respectively, configured
to span baseline lengths from 20m to 14 km. The corre-
lator processed four spectral windows centered at 344.5,
345.8, 355.1, and 357.1GHz with bandwidths of 1875,
469, 1875, and 1875MHz, respectively. The observa-
tions cycled between the target and J1103-3251 with a
1 minute cadence. Additional visits to J1107-3043 were
made every 15 minutes. J1037-2934, J1058+0133, and
J1107-4449 were briefly observed as calibrators. The pre-
cipitable water vapor (PWV) levels were ⇠1.0mm on
November 23 and 0.7mm on the latter two executions.
The total on-target integration time was ⇠2 hours.
These raw data were calibrated by NRAO sta↵. After

applying phase corrections from water vapor radiometer
measurements, the data were time-averaged into 2 s inte-
grations and flagged for problematic antennas and times.
The bandpass response of each spectral window was cal-
ibrated using the observations of J1058+0133. The am-
plitude scale was determined from J1037-2934 and J1107-
4449. The complex gain response of the system was cal-
ibrated using the frequent observations of J1103-3251.
Although images generated from these data are relatively
free of artifacts and recover the integrated flux density
of the target (1.5 Jy), folding in additional ALMA obser-
vations with a higher density of short antenna spacings
improves the image reconstruction.
To that end, we calibrated three archival ALMA ob-

servations of TW Hya, from 2012 May 20, 2012 Nov 20,
and 2014 Dec 31, using 16, 25, and 34 antennas span-
ning baselines from 15–375m. The first two observa-
tions had four 59MHz-wide spectral windows centered
at 333.8, 335.4, 345.8, and 347.4 GHz. The latter had
two 235MHz windows (at 338.2 and 349.4GHz), one
469MHz window (at 352.0GHz), and one 1875MHz win-
dow (at 338.4GHz). J1037-2934 was employed as a gain
calibrator, and Titan and 3C 279 (May 20), Ceres and
J0522-364 (Nov 20), or Ganymede and J0158+0133 (Dec
31) served as flux or bandpass calibrators. The weather
for these observations was excellent, with PWV levels

Figure 1. A synthesized image of the 870µm continuum emission
from the TW Hya disk with a 30mas FWHM (1.6AU) circular
beam. The RMS noise level is ⇠35µJy beam�1. The inset shows
a 0.200-wide (10.8AU) zoom using an image with finer resolution
(24⇥ 18mas, or 1.3⇥ 1.0AU, FWHM beam).

of 0.5–1mm. The combined on-target integration time
was 95 minutes. The basic calibration was as described
above. As a check, we compared the amplitudes from
each individual dataset on overlapping spatial frequen-
cies and found exceptional consistency.
The calibrated visibilities from each observation were

shifted to account for the proper motion of the target
and then combined after excising channels with potential
emission from spectral lines. Some modest improvements
were made with a round of phase-only self-calibration.
Continuum images at a mean frequency of 345.9GHz
(867µm) were generated by Fourier inverting the visi-
bilities, deconvolving with a multi-scale, multi-frequency
synthesis version of the CLEAN algorithm, and then restor-
ing with a synthesized beam. All calibration and imaging
was performed with the CASA package (v4.5.0).
After some experimentation, we settled on an analysis

of two images made from the same composite dataset.
The first used a Briggs weighting (with a robust param-
eter of 0) to provide a 24⇥ 18mas synthesized beam (at
P.A.=78�). While this provides enhanced resolution, it
comes at the cost of a dirty beam with ⇠20% sidelobes
(due to the sparse coverage at long baselines) that de-
grades the image quality. A second image was made with
a robust parameter of 0.5 and an elliptical taper to create
a circular 30mas beam with negligible sidelobes. Both
images are consistent (within the resolution di↵erences)
and have RMS noise levels around 35µJy beam�1.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a high resolution map of the 870µm
continuum emission from the TW Hya disk, revealing a

TW Hya (10 Myr) 
Andrews+2016



Fig. 1. Thermal dust emission from the protoplanetary disk surrounding Elias 2-27. The
disk was imaged at a wavelength of 1.3 mm with ALMA reaching an angular resolution of
0.2600 ⇥ 0.2200 (indicated by the ellipse in the bottom-left corner), which corresponds to 36 ⇥
31 AU at the distance of the star (where AU is the astronomical unit). The field of view center
(at 0,0) corresponds to the disk emission peak located at Right Ascension (J2000) = 16h 26m
45.024s, Declination (J2000) = –24d 23m 08.250s and coincidental with the position of the star
Elias 2-27. (A) 1.3 mm dust continuum image from the Elias 2-27 protoplanetary disk over
a 400 ⇥ 400 area. The color-scale represents flux density measured in units of Jansky per beam
(1 Jy = 10�26 W m�2 Hz�1). (B) Increased contrast image from processing the original ALMA
observations shown in panel (A) with an unsharp masking filter (17).
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Spirals in young protoplanetary disks

Companion?  spiral density 
waves (e.g., Perez+2016)

Binary formation in young, 
gravitationally unstable disk? 
(e.g., Tobin+2016)



IRS 48: full gas ring revealed 
Cycle 2 data Band 9 (van der Marel PI) 

0.44 mm cont 13CO 6-5 

Van der Marel et al. in prep 

- Dust trap optically thick, blocking some of  13CO emission? 
- Kinematics of gas around dust trap can test vortex model 

Dust at 50 AU CO 6-5: symmetric

Dust trap in a transition disks
(e.g., van der Marel+2013, 2015)

Planet inside hole:  Vortex?  Comet/KBO factory?



DSHARP, Andrews+2018: brightness-selected



Unbiased-ish ALMA survey of Taurus disks (0.1”/14 AU)

2.4’’ (350 AU) on each side

Long et al. 2018/2019, Yao Liu et al. 2018; Lodato+2019, Manara et al. 2019; includes 
Herczeg (PI), Pinilla, Harsono, Ragusa, Dipierro, Tazzari, and ~10 others



What if the gaps are carved by young planets?
(Lodato et al. 2019)

Zhang+2018 (DSHARP); Bae+2018 (archival)

Long, Pinilla+2018: 
rings/gaps are not 

created by ice lines



Planet(s) in a disk around the star PDS 70!
(Keppler et al. 2018)

VLT/Sphere MUSE/H-alpha accretion, 
Haffert+2019

See also Zhou, Herczeg, et al. 2014

Other evidence for planets in rings: from kinks in CO channel maps, Pinte+2018 

ALMA/dust, 
Isella+2019



Unbiased survey of Taurus disks (Long et al. 2018/2019)

Truncated disks:  smooth disks
in binaries (0.7’’ — 4’’; Manara+2019)

12 large disks with 
substructures

12 smooth (?), 
compact disks

(~20-40 AU; not fainter)



Disks and Planets with the Thirty Meter Telescope

10 mas resolution = 1 AU for nearest disks 



Ages of 
young stars

Low mass stars, van Boekel 2005



Properties we wish to 
relate to stellar ages

� Star formation history

� Disk mass (gas and dust)

� Mass accretion rate

� Outflow rate

� Disk size (gas and dust)

� Disk substructures

How to place disk properties 
on an evolutionary sequence?



Basics of pre-main sequence evolution



Basics of pre-main sequence evolution



Age spreads in young clusters

Some spread is real (see, eg, Liu Jiaming: older clusters in Taurus), but how much?



Empirical improvements in HR diagrams

� Measure stellar properties with flux-calibrated optical spectroscopy
� Simultaneous fit for Teff, Av, accretion rate, photospheric luminosity
� Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2014/2024; Manara/Alcala+2010s; Fang+2009/2013

� Spreads in HR diagrams persist!

Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2014, 2025



Age spreads in young clusters

Updated with VLT/MUSE 
Fang+2021



Discrepancies in ages v SpT
Intermediate/high mass stars older than low-mass stars

(e.g., Hillenbrand 1997; Preibisch 2002; Murphy+2013; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2015)

Pecaut+2016

A&A proofs: manuscript no. NGC2264_structure_SFH
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Fig. A.1. Comparison between stellar mass and age estimates derived
for our NGC 2264 sample using Bara↵e et al.’s (2015) model grid. The
solid line traces the linear correlation trend derived between the two
variables (r = 0.39; cf. Bevington & Robinson 2003, Appendix C.3).

Appendix A: Is the distribution in mass of cluster

members uniform across the region?

Several studies (e.g., Hillenbrand et al. 2008; Pecaut & Mamajek
2016) have shown that lower-mass stars in a given young cluster
tend to appear younger than higher-mass stars on a theoretical
isochrone grid. This is likely an artificial feature due to an incor-
rect or incomplete treatment of convection and magnetic fields
in lower-mass stars; di↵erent sets of models are a↵ected by the
same issue, as illustrated in Fig. 3 of Hillenbrand et al. (2008).
We tested whether this e↵ect can be observed across our sample
of parameters derived from the PMS evolutionary grid of Bara↵e
et al. (2015), and could indeed detect a significant “correlation”
between stellar mass and isochronal age, as shown in Fig. A.1.

To assess the potential impact of this e↵ect on our explo-
ration of the spatial structure of the cluster, we conducted a com-
parative examination of the mass properties of objects at di↵er-
ent locations across the region. In Fig. A.2, we illustrate the spa-
tial distribution of our NGC 2264 member sample divided into
three mass bins: M‹ § 0.4 Md; 0.4 Md † M‹ § 1.0 Md;
M‹ ° 1.0 Md. This diagram shows qualitatively that there is no
evident association between the spatial location of cluster mem-
bers within the region and their mass properties: the three mass
groups appear to be mixed across the whole region. To test this
further on a quantitative basis, we divided our sample into six
groups, each encompassing those objects that populate one of
the six NGC 2264 subregions listed in Sung et al. (2009) and
illustrated in Fig. 10: Field, Halo, Cone (H), S Mon, Cone (C),
and Spokes. We then considered these subgroups in pairs; for
each pair, we run a two-sample, two-sided K-S test to com-
pare the cumulative distributions in mass of objects in the two
subregions and determine the probability that they are extracted
from the same parent distribution (null hypothesis). The median
masses computed in each region and the results of the K-S test
are listed in Table A.1; all p-values derived are larger than 0.05,
which indicates that in no case the null hypothesis is rejected at
a significance level of 5%. This indicates that the distributions
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Fig. A.2. Spatial distribution of NGC 2264 members, sorted into three
mass groups: M‹ § 0.4 Md (red dots); 0.4 Md † M‹ § 1.0 Md (blue
dots); M‹ ° 1.0 Md (yellow dots). The contours delimit the NGC 2264
subregions identified in Sung et al. (2009): Spokes (blue dotted line),
Cone (C) (blue dashed line), Cone (H) (red dotted line), S Mon (red
dashed line), Halo (gray dashed line), and Field (area external to the
gray contour). Only objects with a mass estimate from the procedure
discussed in Sect. 4.2 are shown here.

in mass of objects projected onto di↵erent NGC 2264 subre-
gions are not significantly di↵erent from each other. There are
two cases shown in Table A.1 (Halo vs. S Mon and Halo vs.
Spokes, in italic in the Table) where the p-value resulting from
the two-sample K-S test stands between 0.05 and 0.1, which im-
plies that the null hypothesis would be rejected at the 10% sig-
nificance level. A visual inspection of the cumulative distribu-
tion in mass of objects populating the Halo as opposed to those
of the S Mon and Spokes subclusterings indicates that the frac-
tion of more massive stars contained in Halo is lower than that
in S Mon or Spokes (as also suggested by the respective median
masses listed in Table A.1). This may result in the S Mon or
Spokes populations seeming older than they actually are when
we examine the isochronal ages relative to the Halo population
(due to the e↵ect shown in Fig. A.1).

Another test of relevance to our analysis consists in com-
paring the cumulative distributions in mass of disk-bearing and
disk-free sources in each of the six NGC 2264 subregions shown
in Fig. 10. If the null hypothesis is retained at each location, we
can then perform a statistical comparison of the ages associated
with objects at various evolutionary stages throughout the clus-
ter, and probe its dynamical evolution. The results of this test are
reported in Table A.2, that lists, for each subregion, the median
masses of its Class II and Class III populations, and the proba-
bility of obtaining a di↵erence larger than that observed between
the cumulative distributions in mass of its Class II and Class III
populations if these were randomly extracted from the same par-
ent distribution. These p-values are never smaller than 0.1, im-
plying that the null hypothesis is never rejected to a significance
of 10%; we can therefore conclude that the distributions in mass
pertaining to Class II and Class III objects at a given location
within the cluster are not significantly di↵erent from each other.

We note that the tests discussed here were designed to assess
whether biases deriving from a non-uniform distribution in mass

Article number, page 22 of 24

Venuti+2017, Gaia-ESO



Disk survival timescale:  3 Myr or 10 Myr?
Revising formation time-scales 825

Figure 18. Fraction of stars (typically spectral types mid-K and later) with
near-IR excess disc emission as a function of our revised age. The circles
represent the disc fraction for T-Tauri stars based on Spitzer observations
(see the text for references). The triangle represents the disc fraction for
NGC 6530 based on JHKs observations from Prisinzano et al. (2007). Note
that the ages for IC 5146, NGC 6530, ! Ori and Cep OB3b have been shifted
slightly to highlight the uncertainties in individually derived disc fractions.

y Navascués et al. 2007), NGC 2362 (Dahm & Hillenbrand 2007),
NGC 7160 (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006), " Per (Currie et al. 2010)
and NGC 1960 (Smith & Jeffries 2012). Note that in the cases where
both Spitzer and Haisch et al. (2001) disc fractions are available,
those of Spitzer have been adopted as they are less likely to be
affected by sensitivity issues, particularly in the L band (see Lyo
et al. 2003).

The disc fraction associated with NGC 6530 comes from the
study of Prisinzano et al. (2007), who use 2MASS JHKs colour–
colour diagrams and various Q-indices (analogous to the Johnson
Q-index; see Damiani et al. 2006a) to determine stars with excess,
which they attribute to circumstellar material. As demonstrated by
Kenyon & Gómez (2001), L-band photometry is almost essential for
constraining the disc-bearing population of a given sample of stars.
The JHK bandpasses do not extend to long enough wavelengths to
unambiguously demonstrate the presence of circumstellar material,
whereas observations at wavelengths !3.5 µm provide a higher
contrast relative to photospheric emission from the central star.
Thus, the value quoted by Prisinzano et al. (2007) should only be
treated as an approximation.

Fig. 18 shows a remarkable correlation between our revised ages
for the sample of SFRs and the associated circumstellar disc frac-
tion, strengthening that originally identified by Haisch et al. (2001).
The caveat, however, is that despite this correlation there are likely
issues arising from (i) differences in the mass range sampled across
the SFRs and (ii) sensitivity issues for the latest spectral types. Re-
cent evidence suggests that circumstellar disc dispersal time-scales
are dependent upon the mass of the star, with discs around lower
mass stars surviving longer (e.g. Carpenter et al. 2006; Kennedy &
Kenyon 2009). Furthermore, it can be difficult to unambiguously
disentangle the disc emission from that of the stellar photosphere,
especially for M dwarfs (e.g. Ercolano, Clarke & Robitaille 2009).
Hence, as the spectral type range is unlikely to be identical for all
SFRs, this could mean that such effects may modify the correlation.
What is clear from Fig. 18 is that circumstellar discs appear to sur-

vive longer than previously believed, indicating a disc half-life of
!5–6 Myr with approximately 80 per cent of stars having lost their
discs on time-scales of !10–12 Myr.

An important young SFR not included in our sample but that is
commonly used to investigate the evolution of pre-MS processes is
Upper Sco. This SFR, in addition to # Ori, has been used as a bench-
mark for the study of circumstellar disc lifetimes and fractions. The
Spitzer analysis of Carpenter et al. (2006) shows that Upper Sco has
a disc fraction (in the same spectral type range as adopted above)
of 19 ± 4 per cent, in good agreement with the disc fractions of
both # Ori and NGC 2362 (see Fig. 18). Furthermore, using H$ as
a proxy for stars that are actively accreting, Barrado y Navascués
et al. (2007) re-analysed the data of Dolan & Mathieu (2001) and
found that !11 per cent of stars are actively accreting in # Ori (see
also Sacco et al. 2008), compared with !10 per cent in Upper Sco
(Lodieu, Dobbie & Hambly 2011).

As discussed in Ayliffe & Bate (2009), there is a longstanding
concern that the time-scales required by numerical models to form
a gas giant Jupiter-like planet (!10 Myr; Perri & Cameron 1974;
Pollack et al. 1996) may be larger than the observed circumstellar
disc lifetimes (!5 Myr; Haisch et al. 2001). Hence, the findings
presented in this study offer a simple solution to this apparent dis-
crepancy. If the SFRs used to measure the dissipation time-scale of
circumstellar discs are on average a factor of 2 older, then the discs
survive for approximately twice as long and thus provide the nec-
essary reservoirs to form gas giant planets on !10 Myr time-scales.

8.2 Evolutionary lifetimes of YSOs

Having discussed the effects of the revised age scale in terms of
circumstellar disc lifetimes, this naturally leads on to the lifetimes
of different evolutionary stages of YSOs. The generally adopted
method to derive such time-scales is to use the number of objects
in each class to establish relative lifetimes (e.g. Wilking, Lada &
Young 1989). A recent study by Evans et al. (2009) proposed that if
star formation is a continuous process with a duration larger than the
age of Class II (CTTS), then relative YSO evolutionary lifetimes
can be estimated by taking the ratio of objects in each class and
multiplying by the adopted lifetime for a Class II object. Based on
various studies of young SFRs (see references within section 5.3 of
Evans et al. 2009), a lifetime of !2 Myr was assigned to the Class II
evolutionary phase, with the lifetimes of the other classes derived
accordingly.

It is clear then that any revision to the pre-MS ages of young
SFRs will have an impact on the adopted Class II lifetime used
to calculate relative lifetimes for other YSO evolutionary phases.
Whilst an in-depth discussion on how the relative ages are affected
by the revised ages is beyond the scope of this study, Fig. 18 suggests
that the adopted lifetime of Class II objects is likely underestimated.
The ages shown in Table 8 are approximately a factor of 2 older than
current ages for the same SFRs. Regions such as # Ori, with two
independent age determinations at !10 Myr (see also Upper Sco;
Pecaut et al. 2012) which show that !20 per cent of stars retain their
optically thick circumstellar discs (indicative of Class II status) and
that !10 per cent of stars are still actively accreting, imply a longer
Class II lifetime somewhere in the region of !4–5 Myr. Propagating
this age to the earlier Class I lifetime, based on the number of YSOs
presented in Evans et al. (2009) and ignoring environmental effects,
indicates an average lifetime of !1 Myr, resulting in a lifetime
that is considerably longer than most estimates (cf. 0.25–0.67 Myr;
Hatchell et al. 2007).
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� Timescale for envelope dispersal

� Star formation history

� Rotational evolution

� Masses of directly-imaged planets

Ages from low-mass 
stars; Hernandez+2008

Revised ages, 
Factor of ~2 larger           
(Bell+2013)



Bara↵e et al.: Self-consistent evolution of accreting low-mass stars and brown dwarfs

Fig. 2. Position of cold and hybrid models in a HRD at
given ages. The black dashed lines provide isochrones for
stellar ages of 1 Myr, 3 Myr, 5 Myr, 10 Myr and 50 Myr,
(from top to bottom) derived from non-accreting stellar
evolution models of Bara↵e et al. (1998). The cross symbols
are observations from Bayo et al. (2011, 2012) in � Orionis
(⇠ 5 Myr).

tend to cluster along the non-accreting isochrone of same
age. The cold accretion models at a given age are system-
atically fainter and look significantly older (5 to 10 times
older) compared to the non-accreting isochrone of same age.
The second feature is the lack of luminosity dispersion for
log Te↵

<⇠ 3.5, that is Te↵
<⇠ 3200K. This corresponds to

masses <⇠ 0.1 M�. Cold and hybrid accretion produce
essentially the same objects in the very low mass regime
because of the low accretion variability predicted by the
simulations and the imposed value of Ṁcr which strongly
limits the number of bursts during which the accreting ob-
ject can absorb some amount of the accretion energy (see
Fig. A.2).

One can fill the gaps by varying one parameter in the hy-
brid scenario, namely the critical accretion rate Ṁcr above
which accretion switches from cold to hot. We recall that
fiducial values in our hybrid scenario are Ṁcr = 10�5 and
↵=0.20. To test the sensitivity of the results to this pa-
rameter, we have rerun two fully coupled sequences with
parameters of models 10 and 28, respectively, but with
Ṁcr = 5⇥10�5 and one sequence with parameters of model
6 but with Ṁcr = 3 ⇥ 10�6 (see Table A.2 for the corre-
sponding parameters). Increasing the value of Ṁcr limits
the heating of the protostar due to the absorption of ac-
cretion energy during bursts, and thus produces an object
with a structure intermediate between the ones produced by
cold and fiducial hybrid scenarios, respectively. This helps
filling the gap in the HRD for objects with log Te↵

>⇠ 3.5
as illustrated in Fig. 3. We note that decreasing the value
of ↵ would have the same e↵ect. On the opposite, decreas-
ing the value of Ṁcr allows for more absorption of accretion
energy, and thus more heating of the structure of the accret-
ing object at the low end of the mass distribution, limiting
the e↵ect of mass accretion and producing less compact
objects. This helps producing a luminosity spread for the
lowest mass objects with log Te↵

<⇠ 3.5 as illustrated in Fig.
3. Justifications for varying these two parameters ↵ and
Ṁcr are discussed in §5.

As mentioned in §3, our choice of parameters for the
initial core properties favours fast rotating low mass cores.
More slowly rotating cores, however, certainly exist. They
will form low mass objects with small stable disks, with
steady instead of burst-like accretion. If, under such con-
ditions, the accretion timescale, ⌧acc =

M
Ṁ
, remains smaller

than the thermal timescale, ⌧th, of the protostar, these ob-
jects will be representative of the cold accretion case and
explain the faintest observed young cluster members (see
Fig. 2 and Bara↵e et al., 2009, 2012). In the opposite case,
⌧acc > ⌧th, the objects will have a larger radius, thus a
larger luminosity. Therefore, this population of small slowly
rotating cores, not explored in the present study, will help
resolving the problem of reduced luminosity spread in the
low-mass domain.

4.2. Lithium depletion

Present consistent calculations enable to re-analyse on more
solid grounds the results of Bara↵e & Chabrier (2010) about
lithium depletion. The possibility of having strong lithium
depletion due to early accretion needs to be confirmed based
on more consistent model assumptions since this prediction
was called into question by the observations of Sergison
et al. (2013). Results are displayed in Figs. 4 and 5 which
show the surface abundance of lithium as a function of e↵ec-
tive temperatures and stellar mass, respectively, for three
di↵erent ages. We summarise the main results below.

– (a) Both cold and hybrid accretion scenarios confirm
the possibility of accelerating lithium depletion at ages
of a few Myr compared to non accreting models. As ex-
plained in Bara↵e & Chabrier (2010), this stems from
the more compact and hotter structure produced by
mass accretion. Hybrid accretion, as expected, tends
to moderate this e↵ect, producing less anomalously Li-
depleted objects compared to non-accreting models.

5

� Need accretion history of the star (JCMT-Transient survey!) + initial core size

� Modest affects/outliers are possible
� Some age spread (smaller radii)
� Brown dwarfs appear too young:  larger initial core
� Intermediate mass stars too old:  same initial core, more cold accretion

Entropy of star depends on initial size+accretion
(e.g, Stahler+1980s; Hartmann+1997; Baraffe+2009/2017; Hosokawa+2011; Kunitomo+2017)



Thot
4100 K

Tspot

2750 K

Placing the spotted young star 
LkCa 4 on the HR diagram
(Gully-Santiago, Herczeg, et al. +2017 TAP result, 

using STARFISH from Czekala+2015)

Example fits to segments of 
high-res IGRINS H+K spectra 

Two temperature fit:  4000, 2750 K
Fill factor of cool component: 80%

What does Teff mean?  
Are we getting them all wrong?

Hot

Cool

Observed+fit Blue

Red/TiO K

Hot+cool



Optical spectroscopic and photometric variability:
confirms large spots (Gully-Santiago, Herczeg+2017; TAP)

TiO variability versus V (simulated, not fit)

ASAS-SN lightcurve

See also, Bouvier+1992; Herbst+1994; Petrov+1994; 
Grankin+2008; Debes+2013; Jackson & Jeffries 2014; Bary+2014; 

others

CFHT/ESPaDOnS spectra
Supported by TAP
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Figure 9. Relations between various TiO band indices are shown. Black solid and dot-dashed lines in each panel indicates the mean
relations for inactive M dwarfs and giants, respectively. “Theoretical” relations from PHOENIX models with logg = 4.5 and logg = 5.0 are
shown in green dashed and blue dotted lines, respectively. Filled squares represent spotted stars with fs = 50% and Ts = 0.85Tq, and open
squares represent corresponding quiescent stars with Te f f = Tq. Arrow indicates the displacement of TiO bands from quiescent star with
Te f f = 3600 K to spotted star with Tq = 3600 K. Note the dotted lines connecting filled and open squares are shifted up by adding the
same constants for better display.
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Figure 10. Distribution of derived spot filling factors of Pleiades candidate members are in left panel. Error bars of spot filling factors
are marked for five typical members with spectral type from late-G to medium M (see Table 4). Spot filling factors for Pleiades members
without detected periods (showing absence or very small spot rotational modulation) are in right panel.
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LAMOST:  Spots in the 125 Myr Pleiades
(Fang et al. 2016)
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Gaia and prospects for pre-main sequence evolution 
and our local star formation history



GalaxyMap plus 
dozens of papers,

eg, Cantat-Gaudin+2018
Kounkel+2019



In addition to our local star formation history
Masses:  dynamical orbits of binaries
Ages: dynamical evolution of clusters

Liu, Jiaming, et al. 2020: new 
young clusters in Taurus, past 
epoch of star formation?

Herczeg, Kuhn+2019 in Serpens: 
several bursts over ~100 pc



ODYSSEUS:  archival HST program to analyze UV spectroscopy 
of accretion young stars from ULLYSES Legacy program

(PI Herczeg, co-PI Espaillat)

ULLYSES:  DDT Legacy Program from HST
� 500 orbits, FUV-optical spectroscopy of young stars

� Disk accretion, accretion-driven winds, disk surface



ODYSSEUS:  archival HST program to analyze UV spectroscopy 
of accretion young stars from ULLYSES Legacy program

(PI Herczeg, co-PI Espaillat)



Protostars, disks, spots, and star formation histories

� First long-term sub-mm monitoring program
� Variable sub-mm emission from protostars

� ALMA: driving an amazing revolution in disk 
physics and planet formation
� We may be detecting planets in formation!

� Pre-main sequence evolutionary models are 
uncertain (mass, age)
� Limits understanding of disk evolution and star 

formation history

� Spots:  uncertainty for low-mass stars

gherczeg1@gmail.com

mailto:gherczeg1@gmail.com

